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TrackIt Web v3.0.35 Release Notes

These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and
other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the
TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.
Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the
TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.
Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.
Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and
corrections.
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Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-user productivity
throughout TrackIt.

All Asian time zones added to Site Settings

(NFS-1594)

All time zones in Asia have been added to the TrackIt Web Console and can be set through Site
Settings. Previously, only Japan's time zone was available.

Colors on the Load Properties graph

(NFS-1571)

enhanced
Some colors assigned to values on the Load Properties graph were difficult for users to see. These
colors have been altered to improve their visibility. The colors for the following data selections were
changed:
Turns Discharging
Turns Charging
Direction
Water Added
Tilt

Static headers added to additional reports

(NFS-1510)

In an effort to make reports more user friendly, static headers have been added to the Pre/Post Trip
report and the Batch Slump report. Users will be able to scroll through data while still having access
to filters and table headers.
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Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for a more fluid and
productive experience throughout TrackIt.

REST Schedule Web service broken

(NFS-1599)

Corrected behavior:
The Schedule Web Service will now return a schedule if a Schedule Out Time does not exist.

Previous behavior:
The new Schedule Web Service would not return a schedule if a Schedule Out Time did not exist.

Load Properties Graph filters in IE11

(NFS-1578)

cannot be unselected
Corrected behavior:
COMMANDassurance users with IE11 can now select and deselect graph options in the Load
Properties report.

Previous behavior:
COMMANDassurance users with IE11 could not deselect graph options in the Load Properties
graph.
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Static headers do not function in IE

(NFS-1569)

Corrected behavior:
Static headers in the TrackIt Web Console now function with IE11.

Previous behavior:
The new static headers added to reports and data tables in the TrackIt Web Console were not
functioning in IE11.

Load Properties report does not

(NFS-1522)

properly display alert icons
Corrected behavior:
When the Load Properties report is filtered by Ticket #, the report will now display alerts for tickets
even when the ticket is not closed.

Previous behavior:
When users of COMMANDassurance would run the Load Properties report by ticket, the report
would not display alerts for the ticket until after the ticket was closed.
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